
 

 

 



 



 



 



 



 



Canadian Remembrance service 11 November 2008, Evere CWGC Cemetery 

 

At 11 o’clock at Evere CWGC cemetery on  

11 November 2008 the weather was 

chillingly cold with a wind that cut to the 

bone. I had initially wanted to visit the 

graves and lay a wreath at 11 o’clock alone 

and play the Last Post as I was aware 

another gathering so near to our main 

Remembrance Service at Holy Trinity 

would not be feasible. So armed with a 

wreath, my trumpet and both my children, 

Sophie and Jamie, off we headed for the 

cemetery. But as we parked I noticed a 

group of people gathered at the entrance 

to the cemetery, some in military uniform. 

As I approached the group of military and 

civilian people I saw that their poppies 

were slightly different. Last year I had found a picture on the internet of a Canadian laying a wreath at 

Evere but I had asked all the Canadians I knew and trawled the net to see if I could find a mention of 

another event this year to no avail. As I passed the crowd a lady in uniform introduced herself.  I told her 

I was from the Royal British Legion Brussels branch and was there just to lay a wreath at the cemetery. 

In fact I had brought both the RAFA and RBL wreaths in case any other members were present. She 

looked at me smiled and said “don’t worry we’ll make it happen”.  And so I unintentionally had managed 

to have a little part in their service, to which I was honoured.  It was a moving service that made me 

realise what it must have been like for Canadian families to have their relatives, be it a father, a son or 

family member travel across the globe to fight in a war so far from home.  As an ex serviceman I walked 

between the gravestones and studied the names row by row. Looking at the WW1 Canadian headstones 

I wondered who they were and if their immediate family had ever managed to visit their relatives final 

resting place. The ultimate sacrifice that these men gave will never be forgotten.  And let’s not forget 

the British graves that are spread across the globe too, some sites probably hardly ever visited but all 

remembered to the families whose loved ones never returned. 

 

 

 

Greg Ruthven – Event Co-ordinator 



Poets of the Great War  

Many people today hear the name Wilfred Owen and instantly a picture is 

conjured in one’s mind of a young British Officer at the prime of his life and 

blessed with a talent of writing poetry which moved a nation.  I first became 

aware of his shocking and realistic poetry on the horrors of WW1 trench 

warfare at the tender age of 11 in the late 70’s. Little did I know when my 

parents enrolled me in the local secondary school that I would be taking part 

in a virtual time warp back to the First World War. Let me explain, my new 

school “The Royal Liberty School” was none other than the Artists Rifles, 

Hare Hall Officer Training Camp (OTC) where in WW1 four companies of 

cadet recruits passed through rigorous training to become Officers, which 

were then fed to various regiments throughout the Great War.  Thousands passed through its main 

gates and through the system of military training. As an 11 year just out of Junior school and used to 

painting pretty pictures of  sunsets and flowers, I found myself sitting in an ex grammar school 

classroom with neat rows of single desks listening to Mrs Rogers, our History teacher, recite such poems 

as    “Dulce Et Decorum Est”.  

It tells of a group of soldiers in World War I, forced to trudge "through sludge," though "drunk with 

fatigue," marching slowly away from the falling explosive shells behind them, towards a place of rest. As 

gas shells begin to fall upon them, the soldiers scramble to put on their gas masks to protect themselves. 

In the rush, one man clumsily drops his mask, and the narrator sees the man "yelling out, stumbling  and 

floundering like a man in fire or lime." The image of the man, "guttering, choking, drowning" permeates 

Owen's thoughts and dreams, forcing him to relive the nightmare again and again. Owen then talks 

about how he has to throw the man into the back of a wagon and the man's "hanging face, like a devil's 

sick of sin. At the end of the poem there is the line " Dulce et decorum est Pro patria mori which means 

`It is a sweet and noble thing to die for one's country`.  

Below is the poem in full 

Bent double, like old beggars under sacks,   

Knock-kneed, coughing like hags, we cursed through sludge,   

Till on the haunting flares we turned our backs   

And towards our distant rest began to trudge.   

Men marched asleep. Many had lost their boots   

But limped on, blood-shod. All went lame; all blind;   

Drunk with fatigue; deaf even to the hoots
 
  

Of tired, outstripped Five-Nines that dropped behind. 

Gas! Gas! Quick, boys! –  An ecstasy of fumbling,   

Fitting the clumsy helmets just in time;   

But someone still was yelling out and stumbling,   

And flound'ring like a man in fire or lime . . .   

Dim, through the misty panes and thick green light,   



As under a green sea, I saw him drowning.   

In all my dreams, before my helpless sight,   

He plunges at me, guttering, choking, drowning. 

If in some smothering dreams you too could pace   

Behind the wagon that we flung him in,   

And watch the white eyes writhing in his face,   

His hanging face, like a devil's sick of sin;   

If you could hear, at every jolt, the blood   

Come gargling from the froth-corrupted lungs,   

Obscene as cancer, bitter as the cud
 
  

Of vile, incurable sores on innocent tongues,   

My friend, you would not tell with such high zest
 
  

To children ardent for some desperate glory,   

The old Lie; Dulce et Decorum est   

Pro patria mori. 

As a child growing up in the 70’s I was aware of the Chelsea Pensioners when visiting London 
but that was my only image of WW1, old gentlemen dressed in crimson with chests full of 
medals, merrily ambling around the streets of London.  And here I found myself riveted to the 
spot listening to our teachers’ voice transporting us back in time to the Western Front. To this 
day I can still see her banging on her desk for the full emphasis of war and her arm outstretched 
pointing across the class as her voice slowly and quietly trailed off at the last line of the poem. 
To say I was moved is an understatement, shocked - completly but also left with the question 
who was this man and what had he been through to write such horrific verse.  Part of this 
shocking history lesson was a tour of Hare Hall Manor House and as we paused at its grand 
entrance, Mrs Rogers opened the heavy oak door and said Wilfred Owen would have passed 
through here as would many of the men who were sent to France to fight. As I took hold of the 
large brass door handle and passed through the 17th century doorway I remember thinking his 
hand had touched this same handle, the same hand that penned his verse. 

We covered most of his work and also the work of Edward Thomas, 

pictured left.  Both were to pass through Hare Hall OTC and both would die 

on the battlefields of France. Edward Thomas was killed in action at Arras 

on the 9th April 1917. Wilfred Owen was killed in action at the Battle of the 

Sambre- just a week before the end of the war on the 4th November 1918,-

he was awarded the military cross. In the time that it took my class  to cover 

their work  I found myself full of sadness, as through our journey together, I 

had felt that I had got to know these men well and that their deaths, like all 

in war, had been such an utter waste. For a young school boy I had probably 

managed to grow and mature in those first few months at The Royal Liberty 

school for boys than at any time in my entire childhood. Learning, at what I 

would think an early age, the true horror of war. War to me had gone from childhood play of fun, 

chasing friends, pointing fingers pretending they were guns, to the realisation of what mankind is 

capable of doing to his fellowman.  



As fate would have it the final twist in my voyage back to WW1 would culminate in finding a picture 

(below) of Artist Rifles Embryo Officers on their final pass out parade. I noticed to my amazement that a 

building across the road from our family home was there plain as life for all to see. In digging deeper 

  

into the history of the camp I found that the young officers would all have stood exactly where our 

house and gardens stood,  parading for the last time before leaving for their new regiments.  Looking 

back through my school years at Royal Liberty and the emphasis used concerning the buildings WW1 

history.  I was taught that not only was it “the war to end all wars”, but man had learnt his lesson from 

this and through WW2 that war and fighting was not the answer. I believed that across the world man 

was now more intelligent and clever than ever before in history, to be able to see through his errors and 

to listen to the message given to us from these famous war poets - how wrong could I be. It seems that 

not only have we used our advanced technology to invent and manufacture even more horrific ways of 

injuring and exterminating our enemies but we have somewhere along the line forgotten to listen to so 

many voices of men and women who have been through these wars to end all wars. As WW1 silently 

slips from living memory are we destined to subject our children and children’s children to even more 

barbarique ways of mankind? Or is it our turn to question the actions of man and stop the fighting. 

 

Greg Ruthven 

Events Coordinator 

 

 



 


